
Karnovix Karnovix, infamous civil rights agitator, is 
one of the many subspecies of powerfully built 
flightless Avix living in the slums of the capital. His 
species, the Phero-Vix, are technical and mechanical 
adepts making up most of the laborers on the 
homeworld. Karnovix is a civil rights leader for the 
proletariat. 
TRAITS • Powerfully built flightless Avix +1 • 
Mechanical adept +2 • Infamous civil rights agitator 
+2 • Heel and elbow spurs +1 • Riot and bedlam 
specialist +1 • Sympathizer of the downtrodden +1 
12 Dice Spent, 3 Dice unspent 

 

 

Name- Hibou Species- Avix Concept- Wise Warrior 
Quote- “Spread your wings only with the coming of 
the dusk.” 
Hibou is a mature and broad-shouldered Avix 
warrior. Her large eyes have seen much and miss 
nothing. Proud and wise, Hibou will often look for 
guidance in books before the sword . Traits 
• Penetrating gaze +1 • Battle born +2 • Wealth of 
Knowledge +2 

Her people call themselves Avix, her name is Quixakol 
(pronounced Kixakol). She is a chronicler (part 
archivist,  part “anthropologist”, “database”-memory). 
Natural form is birdlike, on top of head and between 
eyes feathers change color with mood. Natural 
defense: sound. Shapeshifters, observation/knowlege 
of “target-creature”, face can shift immediately. 
Quixakol looks coockatoo-like, hummingbird-flight, 
about 1.10 m. Part of delegation including emissary 
(stuffy, older), security her age, otherwise her opposite. 
Curious, outgoing and friendly, connects information 
instinctively. Used to a hierarchical society with well-
defined roles. Gets nervous and needs time to 
acclimate to other forms of decision making.Talking to 
those with other cultural backgrounds helps to better 

understand and use information. Found unexpected allies and became a leader but 
doesn't like her new social status. 
color-changing feathers (mood) 1, sound (as defense) 1, shapeshifting (fully), 
hummingbird flight 1, curious 1, outgoing, friendly, connects information instinctively 
2, exceptional memory 1, acclimate 1, Intercultural discussion leads to better 
understanding and decisions 2, Unexpected allies 1, Social status (leader) 1 
Pool = 4 


